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ABSTRACT 
 
 

        
 
 
 
This studio will be based in Manila, Philippines. The project will be a collective urban group 
project where students will work in teams of 3/4 with the aim of producing a book, a publication 
that will be released at the end of the semester, ready to be published. 
 
Architecture and Urbanism are rapidly becoming separate fields, the prognosis of this condition 
is a city developed and dominated by “Capital” urbanism where the master-plan mentality 
prevails. Zoning, massing, FAR, units and other abstract rules that aim to sanitize the city purge 
it of all its complexity and contradictions. 
 
This studio aims to look at the city from a different stand point, embarking into an investigation 
which looks at existing buildings, rooms and spaces and from this sum of these pluralities 
assembles a series of interventions which alone are isolated occurrences but collectively knit into 
the fabric of the city. 
 
Coming from Seoul, SNU students have an instinctive insight into the advantages and perils of 
rapid modernization.  The phenomenal transformation Seoul has undergone in the last 40 years, 
which in western metropolis occurred over a period of 200 years of industrialization, is 
becoming a de facto reality in many Asian cities.   Manila is an emerging Capital and in the 
process of rapidly modernising.  Can we propose an alternative plan?  Is there an alternative to 
persistent gentrification and the  multiplication of shopping malls? These and other questions are 
the starting point of our studio project which will culminate in four specific design interventions. 
 
  



TEAMS 
 
The group of 13 students will be divided into 4 teams.  The team will work together for the 
whole semester and will conduct both analysis and design together.  This scenario replicates a 
professional office environment where architects work in teams on different projects or different 
parts of a single project. 
 
I have divided the teams as follows: 
 
Team A 
1. Jieun Huh 
2. Jose Javier Gil Sebastian 
3. Heeyoung Byun 
 
 
Team B 
1. Wonhong Min 
2. Jinkyung Lee 
3. Yoojin Han 

 
 
 
Team C 
1. Eunji Kang  
2. Moonyoung Lee 
3. Gyunhyung Yu 
 
Team D 
1. Jiha Lee 
4. Marta Gil Perez 
2. Jiwoo Kim 
3. Harim Phyo 
 
 
 
TRIP TO MANILA 
 
1_Travel 
The dates for the group trip are fixed. 
 
Departure Tuesday 2010.09.07 
Return   Tuesday 2010.09.14 
 
Tickets will have to be purchased as a group before the end of August 2010. 
 
2_Grant 



The Faculty of architecture has kindly agreed to sponsor all 13 students, with a 300,000 won 
grant towards you travel and expenses. 
 
3_Accommodation 
We will stay in Hostel close to the University of Manila. 
The accommodation again has to be booked ASAP. 
Students will have to share rooms, 4 students/room, separate Male/Female. 
 
4_Collaboration 
During our stay we will collaborate with the University of Manila. 
There will be a lecture and introduction about the city by the Dean of the Faculty of Architecture, 
Professor Silvestre. 
SNU students will be asked to give a 1 hour introduction of their collective 4.1 design studio 
work to the Manila university students in English. 
 
5_Workshop 
As we only have one week in Manila we will form a temporary studio, either in the university or 
at the hostel, where we will have a workshop base.  Here we will be able to work in the evenings 
to assess and discuss the information recorded during the day.   
 
For this reason all students will have to bring: 
Materials 
1. Cutting mats 
2. Cutters 
3. Sketching paper rolls 
4. Tracing paper A0 
5. Markers/pencils 
6. Scale rules 
7. Measuring tapes 
8. Measuring laser devise 
9. Glue 
10. Post-its 

 
Hardware 
1. Digital cameras (batteries, chargers, cards, usb downloading cables) 
2. Tripods 
3. Laptops 
4. A4 printer (?) 
 
 
6_Items to bring 
We will be going at the end of the monsoon period, so waterproof clothing is necessary 
 
7_Insurance 
All students have to ensure their own insurance for the trip 
 



 
 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 
Manila is a huge metropolis where crime and other dangers are rife. 
All students have to stick together in their groups and be cautious at all times.  
At night we will always be together 
 
 
 
 
READING LIST 
Aldo Rossi The Architecture of the City 
Basilico  Photographer 
Atlanta  Rem Koolhaas 
Colin Rowe Collage city 
 


